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MICROTRENCHER SIMPLIFIES FIBRE INSTALLATION 

T he Ditch Witch® organisation 
recently announced the  

release of the Ditch Witch MT12  
MicroTrencher, which is designed 
to quickly and cleanly slice 
through asphalt to create small 
trenches into which fibre-optic 
cable can be installed. 

Throughout the world, demand 
is increasing for faster broadband 
communications, necessitating an 
increase in the installation of high-
speed fibre-optic cable for  
commercial and residential use. 
Many utility companies prefer 
underground installation to reduce 
the risk of cable damage due to the 
elements (e.g., ice storms and high winds). With its capability to efficiently install fibre in congested 
urban areas, the new MT12 offers underground contractors a rapid, highly cost-effective solution.  

Using specially designed and manufactured saw blades, the Ditch Witch MT12 cuts through  
asphalt to create the ideal trench for fibre-optic cable installation, from 19 mm (¾ in) to 32 mm (1¼ 
in) wide and up to 305 mm (1 ft) deep, in one quick, efficient pass. The narrow, shallow trench  
created by the MT12 enables contractors to install fibre above existing utilities, so there is minimal 
disruption of surrounding infrastructure and roadways, which saves time and money.   

The MT12 offers a choice of four saw blades with widths of 19 mm, 24 mm, and 32 mm. Each 
blade can be easily changed in the field with standard hand tools, reducing downtime. Three blades 
feature conical bits that can be replaced in the field, a design that extends the life of the blade and 
reduces maintenance expense. A fourth blade features welded shark teeth. 

The trenching depth of the MT12 is mechanically adjustable, from 152 mm to 305 mm in 25 mm 
increments. This feature helps the operator quickly set the depth to match job specifications and 
maintain a consistent depth for the entire length of the trench. The microtrencher can also be  
manually tilted six degrees to the right or left, which helps the operator maintain a true vertical 
trench on uneven surfaces.  

To allow cutting next to and parallel to curbs and gutters, the MT12 saw is designed to  
hydraulically traverse 610 mm (24 in) from the centre of the machine to the right. 

The MT12 is part of a complete Ditch Witch microtrenching system that includes a specially  
configured Ditch Witch RT45 or RT55 trencher and an FX60 vacuum excavation system designed 
to handle the dry, dusty spoils produced by microtrenching. The customer can choose whether to run 
the vacuum excavator hoses in front of or to the rear of the trencher, depending on jobsite condi-
tions. The MT12 can also be equipped with onboard chutes that deposit spoils along the side of the 
trench, for easy cleanup when not using the FX60 microtrenching vacuum system. 

The MT12 MicroTrencher may also be used for other roadway applications such as cutting  
expansion joints, utility repair and maintenance. Website: www.ditchwitch.com 
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ICE PIGGING WINS IWA PROJECT INNOVATION GLOBAL AWARD 

A t a ceremony at the  
Montreal Science Centre, 

Canada on 22 September 2010, 
Agbar Environment was a 
Global Grand Prize winner in 
the In ternat ional  Water  
Association (IWA) Project  
Innovation Awards.   

The Project Innovation 
Awards Program (PIA) was 
established by IWA in 2006 to 
recognise excellence and  
innovation in water engineering 
projects throughout the world 
and supports IWA’s goal to 
‘connect water professionals 
worldwide to  lead the  
development of effective and 
sustainable approaches to water management’. Amongst other criteria, project evaluation has been 
based on social, economic and sustainable design and the future value to the water engineering  
profession. 

All winners of the European, East Asia, Asia-Pacific and North American Regional Awards  
competitions were advanced together to compete for the PIA Global Grand Prize. Agbar won its 
award for its ground breaking technology - Ice Pigging.  

Ice pigging is an innovative pipe cleaning technique that represents a paradigm shift in the way 
water pipes are cleaned. This new approach uses slush ice, which is injected into the main to form 
an ‘ice pig’ which is then pushed along, collecting the sediment and cleaning the main as it advances 
and adapting its shape to navigate through complex pipework with ease. 

Matthew Stephenson, Agbar Environment’s Director of Operations said: “Agbar is thrilled to have 
won this prestigious award. It is a testament to the years of hard work and research that have gone 
into making this exciting technology work. Ice pigging has tremendous potential for the water  
industry world-wide, it delivers lower water consumption, reduced chemical waste and cleaner 
pipes, not to mention happier customers.” 

Agbar Environment Limited (AEL) is the global licence holder of the innovative and  
technologically advanced process using ice to clean pipes in the water industry. AEL is part of the 
worldwide Agbar Group, an international water, sewage, supply, treat and operate specialist,  
operating in four continents around the world.  

Essentially for Ice Pigging an ice slurry is produced using ice makers to freeze a brine solution to 
create the right consistency for the ‘pig which enters the pipe being cleaned. A warmer ambient  
temperature may mean a slightly longer production process. The life of ice slurry is affected by the 
ambient pipe temperature, but, for example, in the UK a 9 t load of ice will retain its consistency for 
around 12 hours, and an ice pigging operation taking an average 2-3 hours, there is plenty of  
margin. The ice pig has been used in food factories in 86oC with successful outcomes, so warmer 
climates do not represent a problem.  Website: www.agbarenvironment.com 

 
 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DRAINAGE  
CONTRACTORS LAUNCHED 

I n late 2008, a group of like-minded drainage contractors and suppliers came together to discuss 
the impending drains and sewers transfer bill which is planned for November 2011. They decided 

to make further investigations into the bill and its potential impact on the drainage industry.  
Hundreds of phone calls were made to contractors and suppliers nationwide to find out more. To our 
surprise few had any knowledge of the transfer or how it would ultimately affect them. 

After discussions with DEFRA, various Steering Committees and a meeting in London (October 
2009) where 46 drainage companies attended, it was abundantly clear that UK drainage contractors 
were not represented by any professional association or institute. 

A number of meetings with various other related associations were subsequently arranged  
whereupon the aim at that time was to try and ‘join forces’ Unfortunately these meetings resulted in 
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An Ice Pig rig on site with (inset) some of the ice used for the  
pigging operation. 
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a diluted potential outcome therefore it was decided it would not have been in the best long-term 
interests of the UK drainage contractors. 

The group members decided that it was time to take action and to work on behalf of the UK’s 
drainage industry across the UK and at that time the National Association of Drainage Contractors 
(NADC) was officially formed. 

 
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
A number of aims and objectives of the NADC have been recognised by members and include: 

• To be a central representative body to put the views of the drainage industry to       
government departments and agencies, local authorities and other relevant organisa-
tions. 

• To be a technical centre  providing commentary, guidance and advice on legal and 
other regulatory developments of relevance to members. 

• To provide a forum for the exchange of non-competitive information. 
• To promote certified and accredited drainage professionals. 
• To provide training and business development services. 

Due to the non existence of any official body representing the entire drainage industry in general 
especially for the smaller and larger companies, NADC founders believe that an organisation of this 
type was long overdue and that the industry needed this type of representation. 

It would appear that the drainage sector is one of the very few industry sectors that has no official 
or recognised representation with any government body, local authority or the utility companies. 

NADC wholeheartedly believes that the time has now come whereby the standards for the industry 
in general should be raised. This can and will be achievable through recognised accreditation and 
certification. 

As to who should join? The organisation is aimed at any contractor, supplier or consultant  
interested in providing clients with valid proof of quality workmanship, proof of health and safety 
training and with a wish to be able to demonstrate that they are able to offer a qualified and skilled 
workforce. 

Also welcome would be any companies having the long term desire to demonstrate that they are 
able to adhere and comply with a high standard code of conduct and professionalism through  
membership of an industry association which will represent their best interests. 

 
ACTION TO DATE 
Senior committee members have attended a number of meetings with a number of recognised bodies 
including: RICS (Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors) and DEFRA Steering Groups. From the 
Water Sector discussions have also been held with company representatives from EU Skills and the 
Water Jetting Association. 

NADC has also met and engaged in talks with EU Skills advising them of the aims and objectives 
of the organisation which it is believed will become one of the vehicles which will be able to offer 
training courses for industry skills including: High Pressure Water Jetting; Electro-Mechanical  
Machines; CCTV Drain Surveying; Drain lining and Confined Space Training. 

In terms of the question ‘What does NADC hope to achieve?’ the simple answer, as much as it 
possibly can over the coming months and years. The organisation has already had remarkable  
success within a very short period of time. It does however intend to work harder still to reach its 
ultimate goal. 

NADC is now calling on all dedicated contractors, suppliers and consultants to join the NADC and 
support the new organisation in its efforts. 

At this moment in time nobody is truly in a position to predict the future of this industry with any 
accuracy, However, NADC believes the case to be that it is a very safe assumption that not all of the 
UK’s smaller drainage contracting firms will survive the effects of the new transfer bill. 

What the NADC is trying to achieve is recognition on a national level. IT is constantly working 
towards promoting the NADC to any and all prospective clients with a view to making the NADC a 
household name similar to that of ‘Corgi’ or ‘Gas Safe’ on the understanding that people working 
within the drainage sector deserve this long overdue recognition. 

Only by working together as part of a recognised body can NADC ever hope to influence  
government, as well as promote the industry in a truly professional light. 

DEFRA has already stated that it is in full support of NADC efforts and agreed that current plans 
for the industry can only help to improve and raise the standards so as to improve the situation of all 
parties concerned. It has welcomed the organisations efforts so far and has asked NADC to keep it 
informed on a regular basis of any developments achieved. 
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So where does NADC stand? The key word that needs to be used to be able to make the  
organisation’s aims and objectives happen is ‘Responsibility’. It is the collective responsibility of all 
contractors working within the drainage industry to do all they can to ensure their future post 2011. 
No-one can expect to achieve anything as an individual no matter how hard they may try. Only 
through standing together, united under one banner can industry members ever hope to achieve  
anything of any real substance. 

As individuals, all have worked extremely hard to build companies to the present levels of 
achievement and many are desperately trying to keep afloat during these very trying times. 

Through membership of the NADC alone would the industry be able to look forward to better 
times in future, but this time as part of a collective body of professionals. 

It is up to each and every industry member to take the responsibility now to secure their own  
future in this industry and to be a part of a recognised National Association. 

The NADC Committee members look forward to welcoming new members into the NADC in the 
near future. A web site is currently being built for the NADC in the meantime visit the NADC  
Landing Page: www.n-a-d-c.co.uk 

 
 

PRIVATE SEWERS FORUM 

T he Private Sewers Forum, established 
by SBWWI in 2009, and comprising of 

a wide range of industry organisations, met 
on Tuesday 14 September to primarily dis-
cuss the Consultation on the Draft  
Regulations and Proposals for Schemes for 
the Transfer of Private Sewers. 

The Forum which represents all areas of 
the water and wastewater industry and, in 
particular, the smaller drainage operatives, 
discussed the potential implications of the 
outcome of the consultation and the  
possible procurement processes the WaSCs 
will be adopting to ensure the increase in 
their asset base is properly and effectively 
maintained. Water UK has produced a  
summary of the current practices adopted by 
the water companies, and is available from 
its website. (available via this link) 

Details will be updated on a regular basis as and when information becomes available. 
E&U Skills reported that its has been working with Water Companies, Contractors and trade  

bodies to establish a skills framework which will allow the industry to ensure that Drainage  
operatives will be able to meet the competency requirements of both the house holders and Water 
Companies and has extended its existing suite of Safety Health Environmental Awareness (SHEA) 
training schemes to include a separate scheme for Drainage Operatives. 

All members of the Forum confirmed their commitment to ensuring their members are fully  
informed of the transfer and the opportunities that this could bring to their company activities. The 
Forum will provide a collective view on those areas in the consultation that are ‘common’ to all, 
with each of the Forum members providing their own organisation’s individual response. 

The meeting concluded with all attendees agreeing to continue the partnership between the  
organisations and to provide a collective view, where required, on specific issues that span across 
the membership of each association, to government, insurers, communities and individuals, which is 
so important to the success of the proposed private sewers transfer and the challenges that will be 
faced by the industry. The Forum will next meet in early November 2010.  
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HOBAS AT IFAT ENTSORGA 2010 

A ccording to Doris Strohmaier, 
managing director of the GRP 

pipe producer HOBAS: “We cannot 
afford to stand still; we want to raise 
the bar in the market.” Sure enough, 
the group’s continual efforts and  
investments  in research and  
development are paying off, as  
visitors to the recent IFAT Entsorga 
2010 in Munich were able to see for 
themselves. 

Along with the familiar centri-
fugally cast pipe systems and filament 
wound NC Line products, HOBAS 
presented for the first time its unfilled 
filament wound pipes that extend the 
range of industrial pipe systems. The 
scope of application ranges from 
power plants through chemical industries to desalination plants. At the centrally situated 150 m² 
stand HOBAS Experts showed visitors how an intelligent combination of centrifugally cast and  
filament wound products can be optimised to meet the increasingly tight requirements set by clients 
from the urban water management and industrial sector. HOBAS Filament Wound Pipe Systems are 
produced to various DIN Standards and customer specifications. The use of state-of-the-art pipe 
design technologies allows HOBAS to offer its clients complete solutions that suit even the most 
demanding pipe projects.  

Trenchless technologies have been applied increasingly over the past few years. With their  
renowned properties HOBAS Jacking Pipe Systems haven proven their worth over many years and 
have widely become a favoured material in this sector. The unique integrated flush FWC pressure 
couplings allow pressure pipeline applications without additional measures. HOBAS clients trust in 
HOBAS Products also when it comes to large diameters; as seen in Warsaw where several kilome-
tres of 3,000 mm diameter CC-GRP pipe were jacked for a sewer main. Extra large diameter pipes 
as well as pressure pipes used in pipe jacking were displayed for visitors to see, as well as to feel 
their impressive size and quality. 

Although pipe rehabilitation has been on the rise for non-accessible areas, the market offered only 
few solutions for relining large profiles. HOBAS glass fibre reinforced plastics (GRP) have  
meanwhile filled this market niche with increasingly large prefabricated circular and non-circular 
profiles that offer old structures a full new lifespan with all benefits inherent in HOBAS Products. 
One of these impressive profiles, 3,190 mm in width and 2,584 mm in height was displayed at the 
IFAT Entsorga in Munich.  

Continually improving measures for environmental protection is an integral part of the corporate 
social responsibility at HOBAS, so the group’s certified environmental management system was 
another topic visitors were able to inform themselves about. Whatever visitors wanted to know 
about the leading supplier of high performance GRP Pipe Systems, competent HOBAS Experts 
were on hand to field questions.  

Apparently about 110,000 visitors from 
185 countries visited IFAT Entsorga 
with an increase in international visits, 
but a slight decrease in overall numbers. 
An impression of the visitor traffic is 
highlighted by some unusual figures 
showing how visitors fared with  
HOBAS hospitality including the  
consumption over the three days of 
1,560 bottles of HOBAS Spring Water, 
1,100 cups of coffee, 7,500 canapés, 67 
bottles of wine and 330 litres of beer. 
Website: www.hobas.com 

PIPE JACKING, MICROTUNNELLING,  
TUNNELLING & AUGER BORING 

For General Information on Pipe Jacking, Microtunnelling & Auger Boring click here 
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TIP-METHOD WITH BURSTFORM GAINS IMPORTANCE 

M ore than 30 engineers travelled to Salzgitter  
in Germany to gather information about the 

TIP method. During a demonstration a PE pipe of 
length 192 m (wall thickness 13 mm) was pulled 
into an existing ND 200 stoneware (clay) pipe 
through an existing manhole shaft.  

The renewal of the pipe over a total length of 
412 m was required, because of water infiltration 
through cracks and leaky connections.  

The use of an open trench renewal method was 
not considered because the route of the existing 
pipeline had many trees making the area difficult 
to access, as well as the groundwater level being 
high. Therefore the ASG Sewage Department 
Salzgitter GmbH decided to apply a trenchless 
method. The aim of the project was to find a  
lasting solution with a new pipe and a relatively 
long life span.    

The solution was found after contacting a local 
pipe manufacturer, Karl Schoengen KG. It was 
Schoengen that had the idea of applying the TIP 
(Tight In Pipe) method, with which PE pipes are 
pulled into the existing pipe with a tight fit to the 
inner wall. Due to the minimal roughness and 
therefore low friction within the new PE pipes, the 
overall flow capacity is hardly influenced at all, even with a reduced pipe cross-section after  
rehabilitation.  

In the end the decisive factor for the application of the TIP method was the ability to also pull in a 
welded pipe length in through the existing 1 m access shafts. Until recently this was not technically 
possible to execute. What had seemed impossible has been made possible with Tracto-Technik’s 
Burstform which was officially launched at the recent IFAT Entsorga in Munich.  

Contractor Rettberg GmbH & Co. KG of Göttingen, a company already familiar with this new 
technology, was given the order to undertake the rehabilitation project. After splitting up the pipe 
length into 4 sections of 58, 112, 115 and 127 m, installation of an emergency disposal and cleaning 
process for the existing pipe was the initial task. For the first length the installation of the  
Grundoburst rig, which was used to provide the pulling power for the new pipe installation, took 
place at a 127 m distance from the shaft in a similar sized, small pit.  

This pit was also used for the next length in the opposite direction making the construction of a 
further pit unnecessary.   

 The hydraulically operated rig has the task of pushing the QuickLock bursting rods into the  
existing pipe, up to the pipe launch shaft and then to pull in the pipe length. The pipe is formed, to 
be able to pull the circular pipe through the 1 m shaft. This is carried out with the mechanical  
Burstform device. The pipe length connected to the QuickLock bursting rods is pulled through the 
roller guiding system, giving the pipe it’s temporary oval shape. In the access shaft, at the level of 
the existing pipe, the PE pipe carries out a 90° curve in the tightest space. Immediately before enter-
ing the existing pipe, the PE pipe is pulled through a forming device and back into it’s original  

circular shape.  
The forming process allows for an easier handling 

and an easier access to bends. The material  
structures remain intact during this process. An 
over-expansion of the basic material is therefore 
eliminated. For this case a special PE 100 RC pipe 
material is necessary which meets the PAS 1075 
requirement. The inside of the pipe is light and 
therefore easier to inspect. 
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The installation route showing the  
emergency disposal set-up. 

The pipe length is turned into an oval shape with 
the Burstform unit and pulled through the shaft 
into the existing pipe. 
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A main advantage of the TIP method  is 
that extensive civil engineering works, 
which are generally necessary to create 
room in the access shafts serving the  
sewage pipes, is not necessary.   

The pipe installation process itself is 
carried out very quickly. In Salzgitter the 
pull-in process took less than half a day. 
On the other hand, the setting up times are 
a bit more time consuming. It was possi-
ble to see the interest and enthusiasm on 
the faces of the sewage experts visiting 
the site. One commented: “We see great 
potential for applications and cost savings 
for this technology the deeper that you are 
going to install pipes.”  

The main advantages of the TIP method 
include: 

• Installation of sewage new pipes as a long pipe: Trenchless and jointless. 
• Pipe installation generally from starting shaft of 1 m diameter into a target pit up to 

100 m away. 
• Applicable to pipe material PE 100 RC of 192 mm, 242 mm and 292 mm o.d. 
• The pipes are formed mechanically and vertically above the shaft and guided into the 

existing pipe. 
• Before entering the existing pipe the plastic pipe is brought back into it’s original  

circular form and pulled in Tight in pipe (tight against the inner wall of the existing 
pipe). 

• TIP offers only slight cross-section loss whilst the hydraulic performance remains  
intact 

• The material characteristics of the plastic pipe are not influenced by the forming  
process. 

• Pipe installation is also possible using the pipe-cracking (bursting) technique, so the 
new pipe can be larger in diameter than the existing pipe without larger pull-in shafts 
being required. 

• House connections can be made underground.  
• Short construction times. 
• No personnel are required in the shaft during the pull-in process. 

 
The system also offers a number of construction advantages including: 

• Applicable with existing pipes, therefore especially recommended in inner-city areas. 
• Selective jobsite due to small target pit. 
• One target pit for two lengths in opposite directions, each over 100 m long. 
• No road-blocks, diversions or narrowing of roads required so minimum traffic  

disruption 
• No disruption to residents and shop owners. 
• Cost saving due to short construction times and reduction of civil engineering work. 

Website: www.tracto-technik.com 
 
 

FUEL TANK REHAB 

F ernco Environmental, a company focusing on minimising the environmental impact within  
sewerage and drainage industries, recently completed phase one of a project for a leading  

aircraft manufacturer. Using its Ultracoat system, the company, a sister company of a leading  
coupling manufacturer Flexseal, has rehabilitated three fuel interceptor tanks in the client’s Bristol 
operation. 

Two of the fuel interceptor tanks, which are used as holding tanks for the spillage of diesel, oil and 
water, required a preventative coating, whilst the third, which was suffering from ongoing  
infiltration, needed a complete rehabilitation. Originally built in 1948, some remedial work had been 
carried out to the structures over the years; but whether it was due to failure of a GRP lining or  
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Pulling through an intermediate shaft. Note the 
guide sleeve and new pipe attached to the rear.  
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leakage through smaller concrete  
repairs, the tanks had fallen into a cycle of 
disrepair. 

The holding tanks separate the spilled 
substances to ensure that oils and diesel do 
not enter the drainage and sewer system. 
When the holding tank reaches full  
capacity, the oils are pumped out by a  
specialist disposal company and discarded 
in an environmentally friendly and safe 
way. 

The Ultracoat system is used for the  
rehabilitation and structural reinforcement 
of a wide range of substrates, leaving an 
exceptionally hard wearing, smooth and 
waterproof coating, with excellent chemical 
resistance, making it ideal for the aircraft 
manufacturer’s fuel interceptor tanks. 

Ed Fairfield, marketing manager at Fernco Environmental, commented: “We are extremely 
pleased that our Ultracoat system was chosen for a job of this nature. Whether it is for a small job 
like a manhole or a larger asset management project, Ultracoat has a proven track record of  
delivering the right result. This tank project is another fine example of the sort of work it is capable 
of.” Website: www.ferncoenvironmental.com 

 
 

OKEHAMPTON SEWER REHABILITATION STEAMS AHEAD 

O kehampton is a small town on 
the northern edge of  

Dartmoor in Devon, UK. The name 
is probably best known across the 
country for its connection with  
adventure activities such as the Ten 
Tors Walk and as a starting point 
for many other activities based in 
and around the Dartmoor National 
Park. So tourism is a significant 
revenue generator for the town. 

The town’s position adjacent to 
the moor on the northern edge also 
means that the town’s drainage 
system, much of which is combined 
foul and storm water in design, has 
to deal with some very high water 
flows given the plentiful rainfall 
that the area receives. 

 
DIFFICULT DECISIONS 
So when South West Water decided that the sewerage system beneath Okehampton, which in  
general rated as Grade 4 pipelines, was in need of rehabilitation to ensure its continuing  
effectiveness, a very difficult decision had to be made as to when was the most convenient and least 
disruptive time to complete the work. 

Several factors had to be taken into account during the decision making process. First, the impact 
on the town’s businesses which are significantly tourist based. Second, the potential for disruption 
to traffic in and around the town which carries a large amount of Dartmoor bound traffic. Third, the 
town boasts a very highly respected and well-attended college which is situated on the only  
reasonable diversion route around the town centre. Undertaking works with any major disruption to 
or diversion of traffic flows would need to take all of these factors into account, particularly given 
the daily ‘school runs’ on the diversion route should the works be undertaken in term time. Fourth, 
the very high flows in the sewer that occur in the system after rain, particularly in the wetter winter 
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The tanks before and after rehabilitation with  
Ultracoat. 

Installing the Premier Pipe ‘blind’ liner close to St James’ 
Chapel. 
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months, and the effect this could 
have on work progress and  
timing. 

Taking all this into account, 
South West Water decided that 
the least disruptive option, with 
the greatest potential for good 
works progress and timing was 
to undertake the work during the 
summer, an unusual choice for 
such a tourist-based area. 

Despite concerns from the 
local traders about such timing, 
it was felt that with a summer 
schedule the better weather 
(minimising sewer flows), less 
disruption overall and minimum  
potential traffic conflict around the college would offer the better option for a timely and least  
impact completion of the project. 

 
REHAB OPTIONS 
To further minimise the effect of the works on the town, it was obvious that traditional trenched 
replacement of the sewer system was not an option. With potential for trenched operations to take 
several months to complete even in the best of conditions, it was decided that a trenchless option 
was required. 

To this end South West Water discussed various potential options with specialist contractors.  
Ultimately the work was awarded to Wantage-based OnSite which would use its Premier Pipe lining 
system to complete the majority of the rehabilitation works. 

The works were to be overseen by South West Water’s main contractor Balfour Beatty Utility 
Services Ltd, which also took responsibility for the works/town/public liaison operation which was 
put in place to ensure that all affected parties were kept up to date on progress during the works and 
to handle any and all problems that might arise during the project. 

The project itself comprised the installation of some 16 different liners in clay pipes with  
diameters varying from 150 mm to 300 mm at depths up to 2 m. The works also included the  
requirement to install some six localised patch repairs as well as the rebuilding, where necessary, of 
manhole structures which were either deteriorated or which offered only side access to the pipeline, 
and a small number of dig-down pipe replacements where survey work showed that pipelines were 
beyond rehabilitation. 

In amongst the more general lining operations there were some unusual requirements to say the 
least. Two of these included the need to enter a local resident’s bathroom to access a reception  
manhole at one end of a lining. The manhole itself lay beneath the false floor of the bathroom, 
which had to be removed before access could be achieved. A further unusual situation involved the 
‘blind’ lining of one pipe length (accessing the liner from one end of the pipe only). The pipeline ran 
from a manhole adjacent to the town church into a masonry culvert which discharged directly in the 
river flowing through the town. The lining was required to stop at the location where pipe became 
culvert, a point that could not be accessed directly, either from above or through the open end of the  
culvert. 

Whilst much of the work in the smaller streets could be completed with normal traffic flows the 
project required three road closures over the period of the works. The first road closure was set for 4 
days and was completed in this time frame. The second was set for 5 days but was completed in just 
4. The third and most significant closure was that of Fore Street, Okehampton’s main shopping 
street, which was set for 8 days. This closure was the one causing most concern to the local traders. 
However, during the closure access to all shops was maintained by OnSite’s workforce at all times 
and access to all of the town’s main car park facilities was maintained throughout the closure. 

According to BBUSL’s site liaison manager, Barry Birch and John Bell, Contracts Engineer for 
OnSite: “Whilst our priority was a quality yet speedy completion of the lining and other works, at 
the front of our minds at all times was maintaining the daily activities of the townsfolk and  
businesses by keeping pathways clear and traffic moving into and out of the town.” 

A very significant amount of preliminary work was put into scheduling the works and informing 
those affected as to the timings and possible effect the works might have in order to minimise the 
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Jetting a pipeline clean prior to lining. 
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impact on all concerned and to give businesses time 
to plan ahead. Discussions and meetings were held 
with and between Devon County Council, local  
traders associations and the public, with flyers being 
distributed and a ‘help line’ and contacts being  
established for use throughout the works. 

 
REHABILITATION WORKS 
After completion of the establishing operations by 
BBUSL, OnSite undertook CCTV survey works to 
establish which pipes could be lined effectively and 
which would need to dig-down and replace  
operations.  

As it turned out much of the system was amenable 
to lining. 

To minimise the impact of individual lining works 
even further it was decided to utilise steam lining 
techniques for the majority of the linings. Only three 
liner installations used the more traditional scaffold 
tower/water tower inversion technique including the 
blind shot lining near the church known as St James’ 
Chapel. 

The advantages of using the steam cure process for 
most of linings were first the speed of installation. By 
not having to construct a scaffold tower at each liner 
access and being able to launch the liner through a 
compressed air inversion gland box the manhole site 
footprint was significantly reduced, the liner was inverted very quickly and the steam cure process 
was completed in just 4 hours, a much shorter time than usually required for hot water curing. Liner 
lengths varied from as little as 5 m up to 180 m. 

A typical liner installation using steam curing comprised first a CCTV survey of the pipe to ensure 
that lining was possible.  

Once a decision was made that lining was possible a full survey to establish liner length, lateral 
positions etc was made and the liner ordered. All linings were manufactured and resin impregnated 
at the OnSite factory in Wantage and transported to site on suitable vehicles. 

On the day of the lining operation, the pipe in question was surveyed again to ensure that its status 
had not changed. Any protrusions or items in the pipe that might impair the liner installation or  
future performance were removed using OnSite’s Prokasro robotic cutter. The pipe was then jetted 
clean. 

The inversion process using air can be as little as a few minutes. Once the liner was in the pipe the 
air pressure was released and the steam valve was connected to the launch end of the liner and an 
exhaust outlet attached to the reception end. The liner was then re-inflated and cured over a short 
period, when the ends of the lining were cut into the ends of the host pipe and the structural CIPP 
lining is complete.  

The Okehampton works were running to schedule during the course of the site visit and  
subsequently it has been confirmed by the contractor that all works were finished on time and within 
budget. 

Commenting for South West Water on the Okehampton project, Steve Cross, project manager 
said: “Whilst the decision making process for this project was an arduous one in trying to ensure the 
minimum impact of the works on all concerned, we at South West Water feel that the option we 
ultimately chose was the best one. Summer works are not ideal but the effective options available to 
us were limited. Without the use of trenchless lining techniques this could have been a much more 
difficult operation for all concerned with a much greater impact on the town and its economy. The 
use of the steam cure lining system for the works has certainly proved its worth.” 

For OnSite John Bell, Contracts Engineer said: “From a client/customer satisfaction viewpoint this 
was not an easy project. The requirements for maintaining traffic flow despite the road closures, 
keeping the town open for business and the number of linings and other works required in a  
relatively short time frame of just seven weeks meant hat our teams had to work hard to meet  
deadlines. The option to utilise steam cure techniques certainly helped us achieve our targets.”  
Website: www.onsite.co.uk 
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The steam valve on the launch end of the 
liner with the steam generator shown in 
the background. 
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NEXT GENERATION GPR TECHNOLOGY AT NATIONAL GRID CABLE 
AVOIDANCE DAY 

P rominent guests and speakers from the UK construction industry were welcomed to the  
National Grid Cable Avoidance Day event by Michael Dyke, Director of UK Construction,  

National Grid, and Mark Fairbairn, Executive Director, Gas Distribution, National Grid. 
The new TT Group GPR Horizontal Directional Drilling Bore-head with durable antennas with 

‘look ahead and look sideways’ capability was highlighted and on display at the event. 
TT is involved in the ORFEUS project, which is a European Commission funded collaborative 

research study,  with the following three main objectives: 
• To prototype an innovative GPR-based real-time obstacle detection system for  

steerable boreheads of Horizontal Directional Drilling (HDD) pipe and cable laying 
systems so that they can operate more safely below ground. 

• To provide a step change in the depth penetration and spatial resolution of GPR used 
for surveys carried out from the ground surface. 

• To increase knowledge of the electrical behaviour of the ground, by means of in-situ 
measurements to enhance understanding of the sub-soil electrical environment, and to 
provide information for scientifically based antenna design. 

This brand new advance in cable and pipe avoidance was just one of the many trenchless or  
minimal dig techniques on show.  

During the inter-active morning and afternoon sessions, VIPs and over 200 guests visited the  
exhibition stands and TT-UK was able to display its range of the well-known Grundomat Soil  
Displacement Hammers for accurate and reliable service and mains laying and Grundoburst 400G 

on-line gas/water pipe replacement systems. The 
Grundoburst can pull in a variety of replacement 
pipe including PVC, DIP, ABS, cast iron, fusion 
welded HDPE and VCP jacking pipe. Pulled by a 
hydraulic bursting unit, the cutter head’s special 
roller cutting wheels split the host pipe. Six  
models are available for bursting 50 mm (2 in) 
through 1,400 mm (54 in) diameter pipes and 
larger. 

Due to the exceptionally fine weather on the 
launch day, TT-UK was able to demonstrate its 
new City Sucker 7.5 t Suction Excavator which, 
when used in city centre environments, greatly 
reduces the risk of cable strike and inadvertent 
damage to other third party buried plant in the 
vicinity. Website: www.tt-uk.com 

HORIZONTAL DIRECTIONAL DRILLING 
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Schematic of the TT Group GPR Horizontal Directional Drilling Bore head in operation. 

Top: The TT-UK/RSP New City Sucker Suction 
Excavator. 
Bottom: The TT GRUNDOBURST 400G on 
display with the  patented QuickLock (ladder 
rods) advanced technology. 
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ROCK DRILLING BENEATH A MOTORWAY 

C ontractor NWR Bohrtechnik GmbH of 
Oelsnitz in the bronze mountains region, 

recently undertook a demanding boring task in 
Hessen in the northern Wetterau region of  
Germany. The A 45 motorway had to be crossed 
to provide a water connection pipeline through a 
known and available area of ground. A new 125 
mm o.d., HDPE drinking water pipe needed to be 
installed to connect Münzenberg with the suburb 
of Trais, the two having been split by the  
construction of the motorway. 

The motorway cuts deep into the picturesque 
Wetterau landscape which initially led the local 
council in Münzenberg to plan to install the new 

d r i n k i n g 
water connection using tunnelling and mining boring methods. 
The engineering office Ohlsen of Grünberg proposed the  
alternative technique of applying steerable horizontal boring 
technology (HDD), in order to save construction time and 
costs. The council was happy to listen to this proposal. 

The geological conditions in Münzenberg are known to be 
extremely hard rock. The prominent Castle Münzenberg, (built 
between 1170 and 1190), which is visible from afar, is situated 
on a basalt volcanic hill and the whole surrounding area  
basically consists of basalt rock (with a UCS just over 400 
MPa), which is covered with a fruitful loamy soil layer. 

From a technical bore operators viewpoint this hard stony 
ground is a real challenge. Under the motorway itself solid 
basalt areas which hardly show any loamy layers were lying in 
wait for the drilling team. The 138 m crossing length, designed 
to accommodate the drinking water pipeline in a 225 mm di-
ameter HDPE protection pipe was supposed to run at least 5 m 
below the A 45. However, in the event the bore was installed 
even deeper. 

This also resulted in the longest section of the bore taking 
place in the hardest basalt rock. The transition zone from soft loam to hard basalt, which varied  
between 2 and 5 m in depth, was relatively sudden. Basalt normally clefts upwards, but does not 
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show the usual efflorescence 
zone. This basalt, known and 
feared as ‘the breaker of all 
breakers’ in local quarries,  
demands the highest quality  
technology to punch through it as 
well as an experienced boring 
team.  

The NWR boring team has 
been involved with HDD  
technology for 16 years and with 
their new GRUNDODRILL 15N 
drilling rig and a 2⅞ in diameter 
GRUNDOROCK rock drilling 
mudmotor, both from German 
manufacturer Tracto-Technik, 
they managed this difficult job in 
Münzenberg.  

Before installing the protection 
pipe, two pilot bore hole  
expansion operations were carried out, first with an 8 in and then a 12 in diameter hole opener.  A 
total of 350 m³ drilling fluid was required for the pilot bore, both expander bores and the pipe  
installation itself. Some 70% of the consumed drilling fluid was recycled through a recycling unit 
and re-used during the bore process. After only 9 working days the jobsite was cleared.  

During a site inspection, the mayor and the district councillors were very impressed and convinced 
by the boring technology, the know how and the performance capacities of NWR. Website: 
www.tracto-technik.com 
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IN-FIELD TENSILE TESTER 

T he new McElroy In-Field Tensile Tester gives 
contractors and pipe lining operators the ability to 

quickly and accurately test high-density polyethylene 
(HDPE) butt fusion joints in the field. 

In the past, quality assurance testing of butt fusion 
joints required cutting part of a completed joint out of 
a pipeline and sending that test sample to an off-site 
laboratory. The results of the testing would then take 
hours or days to return. Another popular testing 
method, the bend-back test, requires specialised  
tooling and procedures to be performed safely on 
thicker pipes. 

With the In-Field Tensile Tester, a hand-pump  
system safely tests coupons from pipes sized 2 in IPS 
(63 mm) and larger. The In-Field Tensile Tester also 
incorporates a template that is attached to the pipe to 
create a coupon through the use of a drill and  
reciprocating saw. The coupon is then inserted into the 
hand-pump tensile test unit that performs a destructive test to qualitatively pass or fail the joint. 

“The In-Field Tensile Tester is an exciting new product that is generating some buzz because there 
is nothing like it on the market,” said Chip McElroy, president of McElroy. “The appeal of the  
device is that it is light enough to be loaded into a pickup truck, taken out to the site, tested, with a 
quick pass or fail determination on the quality of the fusion joints being made.” 

The device is patent pending, but is available now through McElroy’s extensive distribution  
network. Website: www.mcelroy.com 
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UKSTT & NODIG MEDIA SERVICES SIGN ‘MEDIA PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT’ 

T he United Kingdom Society for Trenchless Technology (UKSTT) and NoDig  
Media Services are delighted to announce their Media Partnership Agreement. 

Under the agreement NoDig Media, which publishes the trenchless industry web based 
‘Trenchless Works’ magazine will develop existing links in support of UKSTT to  
promote the widest possible knowledge, use, and awareness of trenchless techniques 
systems and materials across the buried service and other related industries. 

UKSTT’s national network of contacts will enhance magazine exposure offering  
regular updates, advances and projects across the trenchless industry to a wider audience for 
those who need to know and be up to date.  

In turn NoDig Media, which specialises in the writing of articles, PR and marketing  
literature for not only the Trenchless Technology industry but also for other Underground 
Civil Works and the Mining sector, will ensure that UKSTT generated articles are circulated 
to the wider multimedia publishing network. 

A real bonus to UKSTT members will mean that all related articles and material, generated 
by UKSTT corporate members will be guaranteed an unabridged publishing outlet. This service is not always available through 
the general publishing sector because of space considerations in most, particularly paper-based, magazines.  

For the smaller corporate member companies, or those without time or budget for their own in-house media support and  
promotion service, UKSTT will be able to offer the opportunity to create direct links with NoDig Media which is a specialist  
provider.  

As UKSTT corporate members, any articles generated through this route will now have access to their society’s newsletter and 
a guaranteed outlet through the pages of Trenchless Works. Additionally, these articles will be distributed to all the major  
trenchless, underground construction and general construction magazines across the UK and, if required, to a broad international 
list. 

This new and exciting groundbreaking agreement will be formally ‘signed’ at ‘No-Dig Live 2010’ at Stoneleigh (see below). 
For further information on what this will mean for UKSTT in general and you as a society member, please visit the UKSTT stand 
(404) where council members and Ian Clarke, owner of NoDig Media Services, will be available to answer questions. 

 
 

NO-DIG LIVE 2010 IS HERE 

Y es just 1 week to go to the UKSTT Biennial No-Dig Live 2010 exhibition at Stoneleigh. 
The outdoor arena was sold out some time ago and it is understood that exhibition stands 

are still selling well inside and all the indications bode well for another excellent show with 
wide spread attendance. The already has delegates attending from 18 different countries as well 
as a contingent of students from various universities where UKSTT is developing links and 
lecture programmes for undergraduates to ensure they leave university with as least some 
awareness of the world of trenchless and the practical environmentally beneficial options to 
traditional trenching methods. 

This year UKSTT will have provided a separate breakfast seminar each day offering diverse 
related topics associated with trenchless working. These will include the impacts of legislation 
on street works and society, the transfer of ownership of sewers from the private sector to the 
ownership and responsibility to the Water & Sewerage Companies, and the carbon impacts and 
cost benefits of effective waste management and the ongoing development of practical meas-
urement tools and programmes to help advise Engineers when appraising project solution/
options. 

UKSTT is delighted that Norman Baker MP, Minister for Transport, has agreed to give a key 
note address on day one and open the show. Jon Butterworth MBE, Director National  
Operations National Grid will respond to his key note address on the theme of the Unavoidable Impacts of Legislation on Street 
Works with Les Guest CEO NJUG offering a national utility perspective and Russell Fairhurst, Managing Director, U Mole,  
providing some insights into current and developing trenchless options to help all parties achieve the collective objective of  
reducing the impact of street works on the travelling public and local community.  

The second breakfast seminar, chaired by David Sankey, Managing Director, Staffordshire Water, following his excellent  
handling of a huge audience at a similar seminar in 2008 will tackle the transfer of sewerage ownership. The event will be  
balanced between Steve Arthur, Wessex Water, offering a WASC view of the challenges facing the industry, Phil Mills, Director 
Policy Consulting UK offering the current situation as to where we are and the likely timescale until the transfer occurs and 
David Walter, Dyno Rod, ensuring the debate and discussion session is fully informed from the national provider perspective. 

Finally day three will address the latest the information and views about the carbon impacts of street works and in particular the 
importance of a balanced waste reduction and managed recycling plan as part of measuring the carbon costs of works being  
presented by Malcolm Waddell from WRAP and Andrew Russell, WRc Project Manager, illustrating their recently completed 
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Carbon Footprint calculation spreadsheet. With 
pre-registration already growing fast and around 
100 delegates or more signed up for each seminar they should provide good quality  
information and offer scope for excellent debate and questioning of these industry experts and 
key figures. 

UKSTT has decided this year to produce an additional newsletter devoted to the show  
offering feedback to exhibitors, members, and delegates. So if you are not a member of the 
society please leave your contact details at the UKSTT exhibition stand when discussing 
membership options and email admin@ukstt.org.uk if you would like a copy of this particular 
publication. 

 
 

UKSTT UNIVERSITY LECTURE PROGRAMME KICKS OFF 

A s well as organised link universities sending students to the No-Dig Live show at Stoneleigh this year UKSTT is already 
booking lectures and seminars for the forthcoming academic year. In particular the organisation is supporting Brunel  

University in organising a whole day pipeline design and trenchless technology programme to kick start the Year 3 students in 
their final year programme of dissertations.  

This follows several years of developing links with Brunel and, will it is hoped, provide a working template for greater support 
elsewhere in the country to ensure our undergraduates are informed and competent not just about the hydraulics design aspects 
associated with pipelines but also the huge range of optioneering and risk assessment practical constraints and considerations to 
be mindful of when preparing and project managing urban and rural pipelines. For more information visit www.ukstt.org.uk 

 
 

IT IS NEVER TOO EARLY TO START PLANNING 

I t is early perhaps, but never too early, to start thinking about the UKSTT annual awards programme. What schemes, projects, 
innovations or work might you submit for consideration by the independent industry judges? Anything ‘in the pipeline’ (no 

pun intended)? 
It is definitely time to mark up your diary for this year to identify and prepare who is going to write up and submit the entry 

forms. Decide the categories your submission might best fit? Can’t decide? Well then, enter it in both categories, after all the 
judges will decide the winners.  

Have you got any engineers under 30? Are they involved in trenchless projects? Persuade them to submit an entry for the  
Chairman’s ‘Young Engineer’ £2000 travel bursary. Designed to encourage young engineers to expand their horizons and  
experience world wide trenchless application of systems and techniques. Winners have been to Australia as well as the Far East 
using the bursary and the society’s international contacts. 

 
 

UKSTT AWARDS DINNER – 2010  

U KSTT had a record number of entries for the awards for 2009 last 
April with the short listed entries and winners reported in a special 

edition of the newsletter in July.  
The winner of the Young Engineer award was Leanne Ford from Wessex 

Water seen here with Chris Packham and Colin Tickle, UKSTT Chairman. 
So make a note!  - UKSTT Annual Awards Dinner – 2011. The United 

Kingdom Society for Trenchless Technology (UKSTT) will be holding its 
17th Annual Dinner and Award Ceremony on Friday 15 April 2011. The 
event will take place at the Holiday Inn, Birmingham. The evening will 
again be hosted by the recognised TV personality and naturalist, Chris 
Packham supported by last year’s very popular ‘Pink Strings’ quartet and 
our very own toast master, Norman Brown. 

Chris was made an honorary Patron of our society last year and as usual 
he will be making a special effort with his very own type of personal  
supporting guest star when he opens the evening. As previously there are 
various sponsorship packages open to UKSTT Corporate Members which 
will secure the Sponsors publicity at the event & press coverage of the Award presentations. The event celebrates the  
contributions made by organisations and individuals to the promotion, use and development of Trenchless Technology in 2010. 
The categories remain the same for 2011, Rehabilitation, New Installation, Small Project, Innovation and Young Engineer. It is 
never too early to submit an entry. Information on entering the Awards and an application form can be found on the UKSTT  
website www.ukstt.org.uk or by emailing admin@ukstt.org.uk.  Completed forms should be returned by email along with  
supporting evidence, including photographs by Friday 25 February 2011. 
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UKSTT SUPPORTS WMHAUC 

O nce again UKSTT were out in force to support the West Midlands 
HAUC two day road show at Stafford county showground in  

September. Used as an excellent opportunity to promote the No Dig Live 2010 UKSTT at Stoneleigh to a 
local audience, ticket invitations and society newsletters were widely distributed offering information on 
the show, the seminars, and the society to over 250 delegates who attended the show. 
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BUMPER LINE UP FOR NO-DIG LIVE 2010 

N O-DIG LIVE is held just once every two years, so 
this could be your last chance to make a date to be at 

Stoneleigh Park, near Coventry, between 5 and 7 October, 
2010 to catch all that is new in trenchless technology. 

The event this year boasts an extensive range of  
products and the opportunity to meet industry experts who 
will be on hand to discuss the many different techniques 
and with the opportunity to see equipment in action live. 

For the early risers there are free educational Business 
Briefing sessions held at 08.30 am before the show opens 
at 10.00 a.m.   

On Day 1 the Briefing will focus on Streetworks, with 
the keynote address from Transport Minister, Norman Baker MP.  Day 2 will review the progress on 
the Private Sewer Transfer, while Day 3 will focus on environmental issues and the Carbon  
Footprint. 

Once the show opens at 10.00 a.m., visitors will be treated to a wide range of displays, both  
indoors and outdoors where there will be a number of live working demonstrations, all day and 
every day during the show opening hours. Website: www.nodiglive.co.uk 

 
EXHIBITORS 

3M United Kingdom in association with 
Infotec will be offering the new Intelligent 
Trench enables underground asset data to be 
captured, mapped and shared across the  
industry in a format recommended by the  
National Underground Assets Group (NUAG). 
This solution enables better compliance with 
legislation; improves pre-site planning;  
reduces dry digs and accidental damage which 
all lead to operational cost savings and less 
disruption on the highway. 

Ant Hire is committed to developing and 
promoting a range of innovative products.  

Featuring at No-Dig Live this year will be the unique sewer 
sealing cushions from LAMPE, a revolutionary lightweight 
cushion that requires no bracing. The cushions are designed 
to be used in a wide variety of pipe profiles including egg 
shaped and rectangular channels. There will also be a range 
of the latest technology from RIDGID in the form of sewer 
inspection, cleaning and tracing equipment coupled with 
sewer inspection equipment from IBAK and Troglotech also 
the KEG Nozzle Performance Test Rig that shows the actual 
performance of your jetting equipment. 

The iMPREG Liner is an offering of what is claimed to be 
the highest quality rehabilitation solution. ‘Cured in place 

pipelining’ (CIPP) methods for sewer and drainage pipes are increasingly popular and play a key 
roll in the no-dig business. iMPREG manufactures more than 100 miles each year and distributes its 
products all over the world. Cured by steam or the 
latest UV technology, the iMPREG Liners claim to 
be a benchmark for being the strongest, most cost 
effective and most environmentally friendly  
products in the market. Compared to conventional 
felt liners, iMPREG GRP Liners show five times 
more strength, 100% water tightness and provide 
minimum 50 years of service. 
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Insituform Technologies, Inc. is the  
organisation that first brought Cured-In-Place Pipe 
(CIPP)  to the renovation market nearly 40 years 
ago. Whilst continuing to offer  this and several 
other market leading technologies, today,  
Insituform continues to advance the infrastructure 
rehabilitation industry with its InsituMain® System, 
a fully structural, pressure rated CIPP solution  
suitable for pressure pipelines up to 1,500 mm  
diameter. Engineered to restore existing pressure 
pipes, the InsituMain® System withstands internal 
pressure and external load requirements as well as 
eliminates leakage and corrosion. Insituform also 
now offers wet or dry superior quality tubes  
manufactured to accommodate client installation 
methods and requirements. 

J K Guest Utility Mapping Solutions Ltd offers the use of the latest in underground pipe  
location and cable detection devices, coupled with air vacuum excavation techniques, J K Guest 
Utility Mapping Solutions offer a complete guaranteed backed underground utility location and 
mapping service to locate and expose power cables, fibre optic cables, gas, drainage, sewer pipes, as 
well as metallic and non metallic pipes. The company will be exhibiting and demonstrating, for the 
first time, its latest vacuum excavation system, designed, developed and manufactured solely by J K 
Guest Ltd. This is claimed to be a totally unique design as with numerous innovative features.   

KA-TE will daily demonstrate not only the power and accuracy 
of the hydraulically driven and operated grinding/cutting robot 
which it has pioneered for than the last 25 years but also the IKT 
award winning method of ‘Repair of Lateral Connections’ and the 
‘Repair Method for Main Sewers’ using Epoxy resin. On display 
will be a complete ‘Sewer Rehabilitation System’. KA-TE has 
more than 300 operational units worldwide. 

Linesearch.org is a free to use on-line initial enquiry system, 
launched by Fisher German LLP in 2003, for third party users to 
search against our Members’ apparatus. Since then the monthly 
on-line enquiries have grown to over 75,000 per month with 
around 37,000 users registered to use the site. The system covers 
some 27,000 km of assets ranging from high pressure refined  
petroleum products pipelines through gas pipelines, underground 
and overhead electricity networks to fibre optic ducts. A  
significant number of companies have now integrated use of  
Linesearch.org into their management processes for all their  

enquiries. 
National Joint Utilities Group (NJUG) - There is so much positive work happening in the street 

works community to ensure that the industry continues to improve standards and reduce the  
disruption that essential street works can sometimes unfortunately cause. With close to 50 case  
studies in hand, the NJUG stand will enable visitors to find out more about industry initiatives  
including the NJUG National Code of Conduct (recently launched with the Mayor of London, Boris 
Johnson), the annual NJUG Awards and the organisation’s work with the Government and local 
authorities through HAUC(UK).  

OnSite/Perco will exhibit their respective companies full range of technologies and applications 
including No-Dig contracting options for: Sewer installation, renovation & maintenance including 
CIPP, Structural, Infiltration & Connection linings; Patch repairs; CCTV pipe inspection and assess-
ment; pipe cleaning, flow monitoring; Auger boring; HDD; Microtunnelling; Shaft Sinking; Head-
ings; Lateral Cutting; Pipe Bursting; Sliplining & Consultancy. 

Oxford Plastic Systems Ltd offers a wide range of products to assist in safety at streetworks, the 
highways and traffic market and to improve health & safety on construction sites. Products include 
temporary barriers, signage, trench covers and modular road plates. Oxford Plastic Systems is work-
ing with companies in trenchless technology to provide trench covers (known as Oxford SafeCover) 
and modular road plates (known as Oxford SafePlate) for ‘Launch’ and ‘Reception’ pits.   
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As a division of Steve Vick International, South & West Pipe Tools, will be exhibiting the Keel 
Cutter. South & West Pipe Tools is the sole supplier in the UK of Keel cutters, machines that  
automatically cut steel, cast iron, ductile iron, plastic and other types of pipes up to 1,500 mm  
diameter. The pipe cutter is powered by a hydraulic power pack allowing the blade to track  
automatically around the circumference of the pipe wall. Typically, a 300 mm diameter cast iron 
pipe can be cut in eight minutes. The machines are lightweight, easy to set up and operate and can 
even work under water. 

Tunnel Engineering Services (UK) Ltd has  
established an enviable reputation for the design, manufacture 
and hire of tunnelling equipment for the construction industry.  
The company will be exhibiting a range of Tunnel  
Engineering Services and Akkerman-manufactured equipment 
including the newly developed TES Tunnel Boring Machine 
with facility to operate in open or EPB mode and Akkerman 
Muck Haulage Unit along with a Powered Cutter Head and 
Powered Reaming Head.   

TT-UK in co-operation with AMS No-Dig Ltd will be  
displaying its NEW PD250/90 Horizontal Directional Drilling 
Rig. Offering 250 t of thrust and pullback with 90,000 Nm of 
rotary torque, this latest acquisition by AMS, a specialist  
drilling company, will be one of the most powerful HDD rigs 
working in the UK today. Manufactured by Prime-Drilling, a 
TT Group Company, the PD250/90 HDD rig will be demonstrated at the TT-UK outside stand 
where visitors will be welcome to enter the Operating Cabin and look into the TT world of maxi 
HDD drilling. 

U Mole/Vp plc will be displaying a comprehensive 
selection of the equipment it has to offer clients. The 
stand will comprise an MTS DINO III vacuum  
excavation rig, Hammerhead Hydroguide HG 2.5 t and 5 
t winches, a selection of the new V-Series Pipe Coil  
trailers and the full range of HammerHead pipe bursting 
systems. For those visitors who wish to get a bit more 
involved there is a free T-Shirt on offer to anyone that 
successfully launches a Hammerhead impact mole in the 
display pit on the stand. 

Uhrig Kanaltechnik GmbH will be presenting its 
Quick Lock system, which comprises a Stainless Steel 

sleeve with an EDPM rubber covering working purely on a 
mechanical basis for local trenchless repairs in defective sewer pipes 

Also on display will be Therm Liner, a product for recovering heat energy from the waste water in 
sewers under our cities enabling reuse of this energy to heat buildings such as schools, nurseries, 
public buildings, offices Blocks of flat etc. Depending on the size of the project Therm Liner can 
reduce the use of fossil fuels by 40 to 50% and reduce CO2 emissions by 50 to 60%. 

New Launches from the Uhrig stable at the show will include: Quist, a large diameter pipe and 
building or structure seal working on a mechanical basis. Quist can be used as a primary or  
secondary seal in large diameter pipes or structures and is designed to be used sealing areas where 
there is a constant high water table and ground water pressure affecting joints with strong water  
infiltration. There will also be computer guided Moving Weirs and Sluice Gates for use in sewer and 
pipe network maintenance works using the ‘Uhrig system’ which is designed to cope with and  
control large volumes of water without overloading pipe network systems during flash flood events 
and for rain storage without the 
use of pumps. In this way the 
Uhrig system  can also be used for 
reducing electrical energy costs 
and maintenance costs of pumping 
stations to nearly zero. 
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2010 
October 5-7 
No-Dig Live 2010 - Coventry, UK 
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk 
 

October 17-20 
Trenchless Live 2010 - Coffs Harbour, NSW, Australia 
Details from: www.trenchless2010.com 
 

November 8-10 
International No-Dig 2010 - Singapore 
Details from: www.nodigsingapore.com 
 

November 23-26 
Bauma China 2010 - Shanghai, China 
Details from: www.bauma-china.com 
 
2011 
January 25-27 
UCT – Underground Construction Technology  
International Conference & Exhibition - Houston, USA 
Details from: www.uctonline.com 
 

March 1-3 
International Conference & Exhibition on Tunnelling & 
Trenchless Technology - Selangor, Malaysia 
Details from: www.iem.org.my 
 

March 27-31 
NASTT No-Dig Show - Washington, USA. 
Details from: www.nastt.org 
 

May 2-5  
International No-Dig 2011 - Berlin, Germany 
Details from: www.nodigberlin2011.com 
 

May 24-25 
Iran PipeTech 2011 - 3rd Iranian Pipe & Pipeline  
Conference - Tehran, Iran. 
Details from: www.iranpipetech.com 
 
 
2012 
May 14-16 
International No Dig Show 2012 - São Paulo, Brazil 
Details from: www.nodigshow2012.com (available soon) 
 
If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled for 2009 
or 2010 and would like to add it to this listing please forward 
details to: ian@nodigmedia.co.uk  
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